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DANTE trial- Al-Batran et al

Primary endpoint
- PFS/DFS

Secondary endpoints
- Path CR
- R0 resection 

rates, pTNM
- Overall survival  

Safety endpoints-
- chemo/IO side 

effects
- Surgical mortality



295 patients randomized  between Sept 2018- Oct 2020

Medial follow up 24 months Arm A and 22 months Arm B

Approx imately 30% each GEJ Siewert type 1 and 2 and 3. Rest stomach 

93% completed allocated pre op chemo( or chemo /IO)

While  68% started post op therapy, 43% completed all post op therapy





Key conclusions
➢Perioperative FLOT+ Atezolizumab is feasible and safe

➢Did not increase AE rates significantly ( 66% vs 69%)

➢Surgical complications/ mortality not different between arms

➢Combination may improve down staging and increased pathological regression( 
however limited more to MSI high and higher PDL1 expression)

➢PFS/DFS data is awaited

➢Will be proceeding to phase 3 clinical trial



K-Umbrella Gastric Cancer study
➢Focus on biomarker driven second line therapy

➢Current SOC is ramucirumab or Ramucirumab + TaXol

➢Multiple second line therapies targeting Her2neu protein expression. However only benefits 
15% at best

➢Prior non biomarker driven studies not successful( anti EGF therapies e.g.,)

➢Novel design- standard of care is same  control group. Biomarker driven  investigational 
grouwp. 

➢1:4 randomization.
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Key Conclusions
Biomarker driven study with smaller subsets is feasible

EGFR 3+, PTEN loss poor prognostic markers. 

Targeting EGFR3+ with afatinib + paclitaxel modestly enhanced PFS in this group. 

However PI3Kinase targeting in PTEN loss subgroup no benefit

Nivolumab and paclitaxel in immune biomarker enriched subset improved OS

Biomarker driven therapy not better than SOC??

KC Umbrella GC 2 with NGS testing underway



HERB trial

Transtuzumab Derixtecan in patients with Her2 expressing unresectable or 
recurrent biliary  tract cancer- investigator initiated multicenter phase 2 study

Ohba A et al 

➢Her2 overexpressions, gene ampligicantion or both reported in GBC( 30%), 
ECC( 10-20%) and ICC ( 5%) roughly

➢BTC Her2 expression pattern more similar to gastric cancer than breast cancer, 
heterogeneous



• Central Her2 
screening

• Her2 positive-
2+ IHC/ISH +ve
or 3+ by IHC

• 300 screened, 
296 with IHC 
/ISH

• 61 patients 
positive, 120 
low expression







Key Conclusions
➢ T-Dxd showed confirmed ORR of 36.4% , mDOR of 7.4 months, median PDA of 5.1 months and 
median OS of 7.1 months in Her2 positive BTC

➢Activity noted in Her2 low expressing tumors as well

➢Interstitial lung disease- 6 patients grade 5 included in 2 patients. Median time to onset 124 
days



➢ Futibatinib – highly selective irreversible FGFR1-4 inhibitor

➢Covalent binding to the conserved cysteine in FGFR kinase domain P-loop, robust inhibition 
resistant to reversible ATP-competitive inhibitors

➢Shows activity against tumors of any origin harboring various FGFR aberrations

➢9-14% of intrahepatic cholangiocarcinomas harbor FGFR2 fusions/rearrangements

➢SEQUENCE YOUR BILIARY TRACT CANCER- TARGET RICH!

FOENIX-CCA1 TRIAL  updated results-
Goyal L et al











Key Conclusions
➢41.7% ORR in previously treated patients with ICC harboring FGFR2 fusions/rearrangements

➢Durable ORR, 9.1 months median treatment duration

➢Median OS 20 months, 12 month OS rate 73%

➢Hyperphosphatemia, nail toxicities, Palmar plantar erythrodysesthesia, rash, retinal disorders, 
increased ALT/AST- no new safety signals noted

➢Of 103 patients, 95 had ct DNA and 83 samples positive for FGFR2 fusion/rearrangements


